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1 INTRODUCTION
IOMC conduction in condensed matter is one of the primary

"machinery" implicated in life, i.e. cationic channels through
phospholipidic membrane of biological cells and ionic transport

in soils that is the fate of major plant nutients. It is also involved

in many properties of solids, either crystalline or amorphous, for

different applications (batteries, fuel cells, sensors, ion exchange
membranes, phase sçaration, catalysis,...) based either on their

conductive or dielectric properties [1, 2]. Meanwhile, ionic

motion in solids and more particularly in disordered ones, i.e.
glasses, is not well understood and, so far, no universal model

has been acknowledged by the scientific community to account
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ABSTRACT
AC permittivity is measured on a sodium aluminosilicate glass as a function of frequency and
temperature using various experimental conditions. The spectra obtained under isothermal
and non-isothermal experimentso with insulating barriers placed on both sides of the sample,
are compared. An RC equivalent circuit is proposed to account for the experimental behavior
and data are analyzed in terms of activation energy distribution. Then, it is pointed out that
the dielectric loss signal measured under ramping temperature and fixed frequency conditions
lacks of information in the low temperature range. Therefore, the distribution function
obtained in that way must be refined in order to account for the high frequency part of the ac
permittivity responses measured at lixed temperature and variable frequency. An additional
exponential decay contribution to the distribution function appears thus necessary, though its
statistical weight is extremely low. This contribution is akin to the so-called CPA (constant
phase angle) or NCL (nearly constant loss) behavior.

Index Terms -Ac conductivity, ionic glasseso distribirtion of activation energy,
equivalent RC circuit

for the broad diverstty in experimental behavior [3-5]. At least,
the concçt of broad distribution of energy barriers for ion
hopping initially proposed from models developed in the 70's
for amorphous semiconductors t6] and more recently
reformulated under the "Random Barrier Model" [7] could be
seen as a common point for many solid state ionic glasses. This
lack of universal understanding could be due to the fact that both
electrical and dielectrical behaviors of these materials were
mainiy investigated by means of a single method, i.e. complex
impedance spectroscopy (CIS) under isothermal conditions, in
which dc conductivity and contributions due to polarization
effects are not easily separated out. Therefore, it appears that
firther investigations, based on various experimental conditions
and focused on the fundamental aspects of ionic motions in
glasses are needed.
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In general, ionic glassy conductors consist ofa relatively rigid
charged matrix and of ions of opposite charge occupying
potential minima. Ions are able to fansport the electrical current
through the matrix by means of thermally activated hops
between different potential minima. Each j'' ionic hop can be
characterized by a relaxation time:

,  (  Ey\
rt =uo.i ."P[ 

lr, J ft,

where o6,; is the so-called attempt frequency which ranges in
the order of magnitude of atomic vibration, i.e. 1013 s-t, Eq"'
the activaton barier, T the temperature and k the
Boltznann constant. Depending on the time scale at which the
ionic current density is measured, one may observe either (i)
long-range redistribution of ions that gives rise to ion diffi.rsion,
i.e. dc conductivity, or (ii) local ionic rearrangements causing
dipolar reorientation and thus resulting in the inhinsic bulk
polanzanon. It seems, however, that in most cases both long-
range and local ionic motions share the same physical origin, i.e.
redistribution of ion position above the potential barier Eu"'
govemed by thermally stimulated hopping. This connection can
be expressed by the empirical Barton-Nakajama-Namikawa
(Bf.ùD proportionality [8, 9].

h this paper, we focus exclusively on the dipolar re-
orientation confibution corresponding to localized hopping
motion of the ions. Our aim is to show that a proper analysis of
this contibution can provide information, via the determination
of p(Ej"') , i.e. the distibution of activation energy, about the
potential landscape surrounding the ions, In other terms, it is
assumed that the knowledge of p(Ej"') is a convenient'way to
clnracteize the strength of the ion/matrix interaction and the
local structure of the glassy matrix where ions are embedded.
The key point is, consequently, to access p(Eï') from the
experimental data. This is not an easy task since, as we have
already underlined, electical measurements using CIS under
isothermal experiments and metallic contact between the sample
and the spectrometer yield spectra where both dc conductivity
and intrinsic p olanzalron contibutions overlap. Furthermore, the
use of metallic electrode to ensure the electrical contact between
the studied sample and the spectrometer is a source of interfacial
polanzatron phenomena which modifies the shape of the
specfa. As a consequence, the representation and analysis of
dielectric data obtained from CIS has been a conffoversial
subject for decades [3].

Il the following, we provide new experimental insights about
the infinsic polarization behavior of ionically conducting
glasses by comparing CIS data collected under different
experimental conditions, i.e. iso versus non isothermal, using
insulating banier, i.e. PTFE thin fihn, placed between the
metallic current collector of the spectrometer and the sample.
The determination of p(Ej"') derives, via an RC circuit
representation, from the resulting expression of the complex ac
permittivity e. (a,T) and, fmally, the fit of the experimental
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data. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly
recall the main experimental conditions for data acquisition as
reported in a previous article [0]. In Section 3, an equivalent
RC circuit is proposed where each branch is chosen based on
physical meaningful assumptions. The analysis of the
experimental sample responses t. (a4T) obtained using both
iso and non-isothermal conditions are rçorted in Section 4.
Conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 EXPERIMENTS
The sample used in this work is an aluminosilicate ionic glass

of chemical formula NazO-0.4A12O3-2.25iO2 obtained by
melting mixtures of Na2CO3-I0H2O, SiO2 and AlzO: in
platinum crucibles n ar at 1500 oC for one hour and casting
into ingots. Samples were annealed at 500 oC during one hour,
and then cooled to room temperature in order to remove intemal
mechanical stress due to quenching. The so-prepared glassy
sample was shaped in a cylindrical form with diameter of 30
mm and thickness of 2.1 mm. Its parallel faces were optically
polished with diamond paste. Ac permittivif measurements in
isothermal and non-isothermal conditions were performed by
using aNovocontol Broad Band Dielectic Spectometer.

The detailed report of the data obtained on this sample using
metallic contiacts versus insulating barriers and isothermal versus
non-isothermal conditions has been published elsewhere [10].
The influences of the heating rate, of the fixed frequency of
measurement and of a BIAS were measured and discussed. The
main conclusion drawn from the comparison of these data was
that the coupling of insulating barrier and of non-isothermal
conditions enabled the separation ofthe different confibutions
to the electrical signal and, hence, the isolation ofthe signal due
to the inninsic polarization of the studied sample.

This outcome encourages us to propose a representation of
the sample electrical signal by means of an equivalent RC circuit
and thus to refine the fitting of the experimental data in order to
access p(.E;*) as we will discuss in the following.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE EQUIVALENT
RG CIRCUIT

3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATION

As stated in the inhoduction, most of ionic solids can be
regarded as poor conductors or as leaky dielechics, meaning
that their electrical behavior results from the co-existence of
conductive and dielectric properties. This pichre is related to
the fact that ions can hop (i) above a given threshold activation
barrier and then provoke a collective electric charge
displacement giving rise to dc conductivity (nb: this banier
threshold can be seen, by analog,t with elecfronic semi-
conductor, qs an energl gap fllJ and/or by analogt with
percolafion theoty as the lowest barrier that connects ionic
hops along a conduction path [5,12]) or (ii) independently of
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The refined distribution function p(Eïi|,)* that enables us
the recovery of the experimental eJ", "o(a.r) spectra in the
whole explored frequency range is reported in Figure 5. The
distribution p(E#T,)* is depicted in a semi logarithmic scale
in order to better visualize the weak profile changes. As
shown in Figure 5, the distributions p(E#I,)_" and
p(t;:i,j)-. *" are rather similar and differ only in an
exponential decay contribution of extremely low weight, i.e.
about two or three orders of magnitude lower than the others,
that is added to p(E;:I.)*. Although the weight of the
additional exponential decay contribution is weak it is
mandatory to recover the high frequency response. As
reported in Figure 4, athigh frequency dielectric loss spectra
seem to approach arather frequency independent regime. This
behavior, encountered in ionic solids [5] is often described by
the so-called CPE or NCL elements. While there are different
possible origins for this behavior, in ow case a plausible
explanation would be the low energy ion hopping motion
around their equilibrium position, in agreement with the
assumptions made for the construction of the equivalent
circuit (see Figure 1a). It must be noted however that NCL
may also originate fiom interfacial polanzation due to
capacitances related to the roughness of the contact between
the metallic current collector, the pTFE thin layer and the
studied sample [16, l7). However, in this case NCL is not an
intrinsic dielectric property of the sample anyrnore. More
detailed investigations on the exact role ofthe interface should
be carried out to clarify this point.

6 CONCLUSION
In the present work, we show that the ac permittivity

behavior of an ionic conducting glass, i.e.
NazO-0.4AlzOz-2.2SiOz, can be sketched properly by an
equivalent circuit made of R and C elements mounted in
parallel and in series. The idea behind this representation is
that ac permittivity results from the superposition of
conductive and dielectric contribution. The measure of
eJ",-"'(ar) in non-isothermal conditions, i.e. linear ramping
temperahtre and f,rxed frequency, allows us a relatively easy
separation of these two contributions. Therefore, the analysis
of the dielectric response is feasible and, consequently, the
fitting of the experimental spectra with the complex
permittivity given by the equivalent RC circuit yields the
distribution function of activation energy, plEiii,;)*,*", for
ion hopping. However, the use of p(Ef""i,;)"",_,." for the
simulation of ei,-,' (ar) measured under isothermal conditions
results in a rather poor description of both the real and
imaginary parts of the experimental specha. In order to
reproduce satisfactorily the measured profiles, the refinement
of p(8ffi.,)*"-i"" with the addition of an exponential decay is
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tr'igure 4. log-log plot of the real and imaginary parts of ac permittivity as
a function of frequency measured at 3 1 3 K. Open circles and squares are the
experimental real (left axis) and imaginary (right axis) parts respectively. The
dash lines represent the fits using p(Efii,: )*"_h" as reported in Figure 3; the
full lines the fits with the refined distribution function p(E"ïti,),"" u,
repofted in Figure 5. The fit is obtained within the same conditions as for
plEjfi,;)-"-*" but using equation (13) with equarion (10) where o6"(Z)
follows equation (15) and de equals 4.2 x 1012 s-r.

This behavior originates from the corresponding discrepancy
between the simulated and experimental non_isothermal
response at high temperahre values, as already observed in
Figwe 2, which relates to the space_charge polaization
confibution. Second, there is a significant discrepancy both for
e*,-"'(o) and e*,-"'(ar) , in the high frequency domain which
corresponds to activation energies lower than ttrat of the peak
located at0.& eY in Figure 3, i.e. the dc conductivity activation
energy. On these grounds, the dielectric response measured at
variable frequency and constant temperature is not strictly
comparable to that obtained at fixed frequency and ramping
temperature in the whole frequency range. This finding suggests
that either the first dielecûic response misses a part of the
intinsic signal or the second one adds an artifact. Despite the
origin of this discrepancy, it is necessary to refine the
distibution of p(Eiii,,)in order to obtain a satisfactorv
description of eJ",_,' (a,l) spectra.
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Figure 5. The thick fulI line is the distribution function of activation
energies obtained from the fit of the experimental data reported in Figure
4; the dash line is the distribution funciion reported in Figure 2. The dot
line represents the exponential decay function that must ùe added to the
three Gaussian functions (see Figure 3).
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each other between neighbor energy minima localized around
a given structural site.

This co-existence can be modeled by an equivalent RC circuit
providing that a RC parallel element accounts for conductive
properties, i.e. conduction relaxation [3], featred by a peak in
the Z'*(ro)=f(a) spectrum whereas an RC series one
sketches the dielectric relaxation properties charactenzedby a
peak in the e""(o) = "f (a) spechum. The peculiarity of ionic
solids is that resistors and capacitors of both parallel and series
elements must be, to some extent, linked to each other in order
to account for the BNN relation. Noteworthy, efÊorts to model
complex impedance response of ionic conductors with
equivalent circuit have akeady been made [4] ttrough, most of
the time, elements with arnbiguous physical meaning are
included. For instance, this is the case of the so-called Constant
Phase Element (CPE) wlich is included in the circuit ûo account
for the high frequency part of the polarization conductivity
o'r"(a) cc co' where s = I . Noteworthy, CPE is equivalent to
the so-named NCL (nearly constant loss) behavior by others [5],

Here, we propose a simple equivalent circuit (Figure 1) built
only from R and C elements that can be readily connecûed to the
microscopic phenomena. By o'simple", we mean that it can be
easily simulated and that a fit of the experimental data is feasible
without an excessive number of fitting parameters.

eJ"*'" (a.t)

d""(a)

Cinsulato,
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3.2 THE EQUIVALENT RC CIRCUIT
REPRESENTING THE SAMPLE INTRINSIC

RESPONSE

DC conductivity, oa" t is represented by a resistor,
R6=1"^01"f Asanpreoac where /"*01" and l,*01" are the sample

thickness and area respectively. The dielecfic constant, e".,
that corresponds to the material bulk polarization at high
frequencies, i.e. the frequency range at which polarization due
to localized ionic hops can be neglected, is associated to a
capacitor Csr = 6nr6o l*oa"lA"^pt, where eo = 8.85 x 10-t' i.u.
is the vacuum permittivity. In an ionic glass, er. corresponds
to the polarity of the network former and eventually to the
fastest re-orientational motion of weakly happed impurities
and/or stuctural defects. À," and C". are connected in
parallel since they are associated to independent physical
processes. The resulting complex responses Zl"a(a) and,
ei"*(a.r) are given by:

Zi""a(a) =
(Àa")- '- ia;Gr Qa)

(2b)

The imaginary part of the impedance (equation (2a)) exhibits a
so-called conduction relaxation whose maximum occurs at
@zi"* = (R"G.)- ' .

In parallel to this conduction relaxation, we can now add
the dielecfic relaxation contribution ei",(ar) due to the
localized, i.e. re-orientational, ionic motions. Based on the
assumption that these localized motions occur independently,
the global dielectric relaxation confibution can be modeled by
a set of RC series elements mounted in parallel (Figure 1a).
Each dielectric relaxor 7 consists of a resistance Rpor,y ârrd â
capacitance Cp"r,; and is characterized by a relaxation time
rpo;i = Rpot,iCpoçi for which the thermal activation follows

equation (1). From the microscopic viewpoint, À0r,,
symbolizes the probability for the ion/network dipole to
overpass the activation barrier Ei' related to its re-
orientational motion and Çr,; the corresponding variation of
dipolar moment Aeoo,,7. For a given dipole j, eja,i(ro) is
given by the Debye relaxation function:

Ae^
ti",,i(a) =t-,por,r +;Je!L (3)

t+ LOJTporr

where e-,0",,, is the dielecfic constant of the dipole at high
frequency.

Then for a given distribution function of relaxation times,
p(to^.i), corresponding to the population of dipoles relaxing
in parallel (i.e. RC series circuit in parallel), it follows that:

Aeo"r,7 I€;" , (&))=)r( t* ' , ) l t - .por j7T- - t  (4)
i  I  l i IA)T"t t  I

lf we now assume that:
Y j, €-,pa,i = I and Arpor,, = cste= L€ro,

and

ei""o(ro) =€nr l i9
€o.A)

) , ," , , , ,

(a)

(b)

Y
eJ", _"0 (al )

Figure 1, RC circuit model for the intrinsic electrical response of the
material (a) and for the set-up when the material is sandwiched between
two insulating barriers (b). See the text (section 3) for detailed information
about the significance of each component. Dc conductivity, i.e. Ra" and
high frequency permittivity, i.e. C1p give rise to conductivity relaxation
whilst the series components Rpor,; and Cpor,; corespond to the dielectric
relaxation.
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Equation (4) yields:

e*r(ar)= ln?-)+t r.,Zffi , 
(5)

which, due to normalization,i.e. lp(ro^,i) = I , becomes:

eo"'(a;)=t+nr,",;fgeù (6)
'  j l+ iarr . r1

Equation (1) shows that p(to"r.1) can be rewritten in terms of

distribution of activation energies and attempt frequencies
p(Eii!,1 ,lnoo;) . It is usually assumed that there are no

correlations in the distributions of the activation energies
8fii.1 and in attempt frequencies o6,;, so that p(8fi.1 ,lnon,1)
is a product of individual distributions:

p(Efiï,,,1no0.1) = p(8fi i.1)pQnooi) Q)

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the distribution
of attempt frequencies, p(lnuo;), is a narrow one in the sense
that the range of attempt frequencies is finite, i.e. rapidly
decays for high and low frequencies around the mean peak

value do . Such an assumption is based on the physical nature
of oo that represents the atomic vibrational frequency and its

value cannot exceed significantly the typical atomic
vibrational frequencies comprised roughly in the
l0'2 - 10'4 s-t range [13, 14]. It is thus demonstrated [15] that,
in such a case, equation (6) can be simplified to:
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appear almost temperature independent as it is often reported

in the literature in the case of ionic glasses [5]. The fact that

this point is still debated indicates that the construction of
permittivity or conductivity master curves is not inevitably a

universal feature of the electrical properties of ionic glasses.

More likely, it emphasizes that it depends on the width of the

distribution of activation energies charactenzing the ensemble

ofionic hops and, hence, on the local structure which can vary

a lot from glass to glass.

3.3 THE EQUIVALENT RC CIRCUIT
REPRESENTING THE SAMPLE AND THE

INSULATING BARRIERS RESPONSE

When insulating barriers are inserted between the metallic
plates of the spectrometer and the sample, extremely weak dc

current flows through the set-up and, hence, in a first

approximation space-charge polarization at the interface can

be omitted. The resulting equivalent circuit is schematized in

Figurelb where ei-o'"(ar) is the intrinsic sample response as

represented in Figurela and mathematically expressed by

equation (10), and C6,u,u,o, is the capacitance of the insulating

barriers.
The addition of a capacitance Cin,ur"to, in series implies that the

set-up, i.e. samplefinsulating barrier, is given by:

C.l,-"' (ar) = [C;.r" 1ar;-' + C;**.. (60)-']-'

and providing that:

(1 l )

C,-.,-"0 (a.r) * eoe!"'-"'(a)A" ^6rl

(8)ei^,(o.r) = 1 *ou-^,Y P(Eiii';)
," ' l  

l+ iatoa.l

with (see equation (1)):

& -, (s;:1., )rpor.; = bie '*p|.Ë 
I 

(9)

Finally, ur.orAt, to the global structure of the RC model
circuit, the complex response of the sample is given by
eJ",o'"(ar)=ei"1(a;)+ei"*(ar) and by combining equations
(2b), (8) and (9) we obtain for the sample permittivity
response:

",*".""(r)= 
I + eo a Jsi' + Âen"')

0),to j
r+iatùo-'.-r(*)

I = l" 
^pr" 

I2l;n"u1^1o, ,

A suitable insulating barrier should behave as a pure

capacitance, i.e. eri,,*..(co) = €io,uruto, . In that respect, thin films

of PTFE with l",u'",o, = 10pm and with dielectric constant
tr,"r"t". = 2.1 are employed. Since /6,u1u,o. (( /.*p1",

/ = l.u.or" =2.1x10-'m (see Section 2).

4 FIT OF THE DIELECTRIC LOSSES
SPECTRA MEASURED UNDER
NON.ISOTH ERMAL CON DITION

Assuming that Ltpot and €)nsutator axe temperatwe
independent [0], then the non-isothermal complex
permittivity ei* "p(7,a,) 

measured at a given fixed pulsation

o)a c&n be derived from equation (13) where, in that case,

e!o-01"\T,ato) is (see equation (10) in [10]):

where the set-up thickness
obtain:

(r2)

we finally

(  l3)
|  1t  r  I

rl 4.|insularor rsamDle I
tset-up (@) = ll --;------;--T -F -:----;--- |

L 6in,uro,o, (4)) €*.pr" (@) _l

p(Eiti,.t)
(10)

Z*r'"(r) can now be determined from equations (10) and
(2b).

It must be sfessed at that point that if the distribution of
relaxation times is restricted to a distribution of activation
energies p(E#|t) then ei"'(ar) (equation (8) and

consequently eJ*oo(ar) (equation (10)) spectra measured at
various constant temperatures cannot strictly be superimposed,

bearing in mind that as the distributionp(Efil.;)becomes
broader, changes in the signal shape with temperature are
more sisnificant. It means that for narrow distribution of
activation barriers the shape of the isothermal spectra may
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The sample dc conductivity oo"(T) follows an Arrhenius law

[ l0] :
| -o aal

aa.( I )  = O.3expl  - -  |  S*- '
I kr _l

(15)

with fr expressed in eV. do equals 4.2 x 10'' s-' .
In the following, only the imaginary part of el",-"0(Z,ro")

obtained from experiments is fitted using equation (15). The
adjustment of the experimental data is performed in two steps.
First, p(Efii,;)non-oo is estimated from the fit of e*,-,0(Z,co") .

Then, it is refined from the fit of log(e.",-"0(Z,a;"))which

allows us a more accurate determination in the low

temperafure domain where e,,,-,r(T,a^) is weaker. The

comparison between the fitted and experimental spectra is
reported in Figure 2 and shows a reasonable agreement up to

about325 K. The discrepancy observed at higher temperatures

is due to the space-charge polarization contribution which,

despite the presence of PTFE barriers, appears due to the

increase of dc conductivity and the resulting accumulation of
ionic charges at the interface.

Figure 2. Semi-log plot of the imaginary part of ac permittivity as a
function of temperature. Open square are the experimental data obtained
on the NazO-0.4Alzq-2.25i02 sample (see Section 2) and the dash line
represents the fit. Experimental data are measured at fixed frequency, i.e.
au =2.n s-t, and linear ramping temperature, i.e. 5 K.minr. The fit is
obtained using equation (13) with equation (14) where o6"(Z) follows
equation (15.) and 16 equals 4.2x10r2 s-t. The distribution function
p1Z'iii,; )**b. extracted from the fit is plotted in Figure 3.

The distribution function of energy, p(EJii,i)*" 
"",

extracted from the fit (Figure 2) is depicted in Figure 3 and

can be decomposed into three Gaussian functions: two

F. Henn et al.: Analysis of AC Permittivity Response Measured in an lonic Glass

(14)

dominant components peak located at 0.64 and 0.61 eV and a
third one much weaker located at 0.49eY and not visible in a
linear scale. The "0.64 eV" peak corresponds to the signal due
to the PTFE barriers which introduce an additional resonance
to the experimental e*,-,r(T,at") spectra. This narrow peak is
a single Debye-like relaxation associated to the
C".r, - À* - Gruu circuit in series. The two remaining peaks
are much broader and correspond to the intrinsic dielectric
sample response e,", 

"o 
(2, a;" )

5 FIT OF THE COMPLEX
PERMITTIVITY SPECTRA

MEASURED UNDER ISOTHERMAL
CONDITION

The narrowness of the distribution function reported in
Figure 3 implies that the shape of the isothermal specha
should not be significantly temperahre dependent. Thus, it is
possible to calculate sJ",-,' (a,l) at any fixed temperature by
using as input into equations (10) and (13) thep(Effi,r)non-i.o
function obtained under non-isothermal conditions. Following
this procedure, we report in Figure 4 the comparison between
experimental and simulated eJ",-"'(ar) specffa at T:313 K.
Inspection of Figure 4 shows that by using as input only the
distribution p(Eii,; )***" , with the rest of parameters fixed as
for the fit of e*,-"0(Z,o.r,), i.e. oo"(T) and os, the description
of the real and imaginary parts of the experimental spectra is
rather poor. First, a significant disagreement between
simulated and experimental el",-"' (a;) spectra is observed in
the low frequency domain.

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Eud (ev)
pot, t '

Figure 3. The thick fulI line is the distribution function of activation
energies as a function of activation energies obtained from the fit of the
experimental data reported in Figure 2. The dash lines represent the
GausÉian functions, the summation of which is the whole distribution
function p(E#i,t)*";". .The inset is the same function plotted in semi-log
scale.
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necessary, thus leading to a new distribution p(Effi;)*" . This
extra contribution of low statistical weight corresponds to the
so-called CPE or NCL behavior. It is concluded that. in the
present case, the additional term relates mostly to the existence
of low hopping activation barriers, whose probability decays

exponentially with their height. Meanwhile, it should be

nnderlined that different structural features and/or localized

defects may be also responsible for such behavior.
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